At the Intersection of Health Transformation, MyConsultQ Exhibits at HIMSS17
Look for MyConsultQ at Booth #3023 on the HIMSS17 exhibit floor in Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, FL 02/09/2017 – MyConsultQ is profoundly transforming how healthcare organizations best
leverage talent and how healthcare consultants successfully advance their careers. HIMSS17
attendees can learn all about the game-changing on demand marketplace at the annual conference.
MyConsultQ executives and team members will be available in booth 3023 at the 2017 HIMSS
Conference & Exhibition to explain how the company is bringing the gig economy to healthcare, an
industry in need of creative and effective workforce solutions. The show will take place at the
Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Fla., from Feb. 19–23, 2017. More than 40,000
healthcare industry professionals are expected at the conference, where they will gain expert
insights during the exchange of innovative ideas and best practices in improving health through IT.
Healthcare organization executives and independent consultants are invited to visit the MyConsultQ
booth to learn more about how the innovative company is empowering:
Clinical, financial, executive, operational and technology consultants to experience unprecedented
professional growth. By bringing the gig economy to healthcare, MyConsultQ enables consultants to
secure consultative, temporary or long-term positions with a variety of organizations; network with
other top professionals; and quickly advance their careers. As a result, independent consultants can
easily find the most ideal opportunities and focus on career development, instead of merely finding a
job.
Healthcare organizations to more efficiently and effectively leverage the human resources that can
support the improved care, enhanced patient experiences and reduced costs associated with
healthcare’s “triple aim.” Through the MyConsultQ on-demand marketplace, healthcare
organizations can tap into the talent of a variety of professionals in a streamlined and cost effective
manner – bypassing many of the hurdles associated with traditional recruiting and hiring practices.

“We consider talent acquisition one of the most important tasks for any leader in today’s healthcare
organizations. Clinical care, cybersecurity, business intelligence, information management and
quality needs have increased. New and innovative methods for workforce and talent acquisition
require healthcare leaders to think differently or risk losing their competitive advantage. That’s
where MyConsultQ can help. With our proprietary matching algorithm, we can quickly and
effectively find the most qualified resources – from information technology executives to clinical
professionals to business leaders and others,” said Dr. Robecca Quammen, CEO of MyConsultQ. “At
the same time, we make it possible for healthcare workers to concentrate solely on advancing their
careers through the meaningful work that will enable them to build the skills and amass the
experience that will help them rise to the highest levels of the industry. In essence, we are providing
what’s needed to make the gig economy a winning proposition for all involved.”
HIMSS17 Exhibit Floor Hours
Monday, Feb. 20, 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 9:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 22, 9:30 a.m. – 4 p.m.
“We know the HIMSS Annual Conference is where the brightest minds in health and IT meet, and our
exhibit floor offers the latest technologies and education sessions to help generate new ideas during
the conference. In addition, the exhibition floor is open three days, at least eight hours each day,
during HIMSS17, so that exhibitors have more time to meet with attendees. We are always honored
to welcome all of our exhibitors to the conference, and appreciate their contributions to our
collaborative efforts to transform health and healthcare with IT,” said Karen Malone, vice president,
meeting services, HIMSS North America.




To learn more about MyConsultQ, visit Booth #3023 during HIMSS17 or go to
www.myconsultq.com for more information.
Follow MyConsultQ on Twitter
Find MyConsultQ on LinkedIn

Learn more about HIMSS17. Use #HIMSS17 when tweeting about the conference.
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